Abstract-Bispectral analysis suggests that EMG is highly nonGaussian at force IeveI (FL) = 10% of maximum voluntary contraction; the value of the test statistic for Gaussian& decreases with increasing FL up to 70%, and then slightly increases at FL=lOO%. Furthermore the magnitude of the bispectrum increases with force.
II. METHODS
For a zero mean stationary process k ( k ) ) the bispectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the third order cumulant
In addition. the sum of the magnitudes of the estimated bispectrum is computed by D = I B (al, 02) I .
(",.U,)
To quantify the non-Gaussianity of a random process, the normalized bispectrum, or bicoherence is estimated as power spectrum. The test of Gaussian& is based on the mean bicoherence power S = I 8, (a1, a2 1 1, with the summation performed over the non-redundant region (2). were extracted from the analysis of the records of the 10 different siies. Figure 1 illustrates a set of EMG recordings collected from one site at different force levels. Averaged bispectral analysis of the same subject is given in Fig. 2 , with the fmdings summarized in Table I . These fmdings are compared to the averaged values of turns/amplitude, and power spectrum parameters. For turns analysis (T/sec), the number of turns increases up to FL=70%. and subsequently drops. The number of turns is defmed as the number of reversals in slope, separated from the previous turn by an amplitude change > 1OOpV. The amplitude is also measured between successive turns, with the mean amplitude per turn (Am ratio increasing up to maximum force. For power spectrum analysis the foUoWing measures were calculated: peak frequency (f,,), frequency at -3dbs lollowing f,-(f-,,,), and power at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz (P,,,, Plooo, and P~~~~ respectively). Similar findings were obtained for FL= 10, 30 , and 50% with the exception that f , dropped at FL=50%. At FL=70, and 100% the values of all measures dropped further. For bispectral analysis, D,, is increasing rapidly for FL=10 to SO%, increases slightly at FL=70%, and then increases further at FL,=loO%.
The test of Gaussianity, sa,, revealed that EMG recorded at FL= 10% is highly non-Gaussian, with the degree of Gaussianit).
decreasing as FL increases with the exception the transition from FL=70 to 100%. sav dropped sigmficantly when FL was increased from 30 to 50%.
Although findings reported in this study are preliminary, bispectral analysis seems to supply useful information in detecting muscle function, and hopefully muscle pathology. from site 1 of a normal subject (PO5). 
